The bacterial flagellar motor (BFM) is the molecular machine responsible for the swimming and chemotaxis of many species of motile bacteria. The BFM is bidirectional, and changes in the rotation direction of the motor are essential for chemotaxis. It has previously been observed that many species of bacteria also demonstrate brief pauses in rotation, though the underlying cause of such events remains poorly understood. We examine the rotation of Escherichia coli under low mechanical load with high spatial and temporal resolution. We observe and characterize transient pauses in rotation in a strain which lacks a functional chemosensory network, showing that such events are a phenomenon separate from a change in rotational direction. Rotating at low load, the BFM of E. coli exhibits about 10 pauses s -1 , lasting on average 5 ms, during which time the rotor diffuses with net forwards rotation. Replacing the wild type stators with Na + chimera stators has no substantial effect on the pausing. We discuss possible causes of such events, which are likely a product of a transient change in either the stator complex or the rotor.
Introduction
The bacterial flagellar motor (BFM) is a membrane embedded protein complex that controls the motility and chemotaxis of many species of bacteria. The BFM couples energy from the ion motive force (IMF) into rotation of the flagella that propel the cell. The mechanochemical energy coupling is performed by stator protein complexes. The translocation of ions through a channel in the stator likely causes a conformational change in the stator which applies torque to the rotor and rotates the flagellar filament. In many species, the BFM switches direction stochastically, at a rate which is controlled by the chemotactic signaling system, allowing the cell to swim up a chemical gradient. The rotation speed of the BFM is known to be dependent upon IMF [1, 2] , temperature [3] , external load [4, 5] , and the number of engaged stator protein units [6] . When these variables are held constant, rotation of the BFM is characterized by relatively constant absolute speed.
However, upon close examination, the BFM exhibits transient pauses in its otherwise steady rotation. Such pauses were first observed in 1974 [7, 8] , and have since been observed in various species including E. coli [8] [9] [10] [11] , Salmonella [10] , Rhodobacter sphaeroides [12] , Salmonella Typhimurium [7, 10, 13] , Halobacterium halobium [14] , and Rhizobium militobi [15] . Chemical attractants and repellents decrease and increase, respectively, the fraction of time the motor spends in a paused state. While it was initially observed that motors of mutants which lack a large portion of the chemosensory networks do not pause [10] , pauses have since been observed in strains lacking CheY, the chemotactic response regulator [9] , though theses experiments were performed in a strain containing both functional and non-functional stators. While it was shown that pausing is not the result of a specific chemotactic signal distinct from that for reversal, and thus likely an intrinsic property of the motor [16] , the nature of pauses in the BFM is still unknown. It has been proposed that they may be a product of incomplete reversals [16, 17] , transient stator detachment [9] , or something yet undiscovered. As it has been posited that they may induce tumbling of the bacterial cell, even in the absences of clockwise (CW) rotation [10] , they may Original content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence.
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play a significant and unexamined role in bacterial chemotaxis. There is also evidence that intermittent pauses of the BFM may inhibit chi bacteriophage adsorption [11] .
Though transient pauses lasting on the order of tens to hundreds of milliseconds seem to be an inherent feature of the BFM in many species, it was recently reported that the BFM sometimes toggles between maximum and zero speed on a timescale of ms [9] . Here we examine and characterize for the first time these fast transient pauses of the BFM with high angular and time resolution. Using backscattering dark field microscopy [18] , we monitored the rotation of 100 nm gold nanoparticles attached to the hook of the BFM of a non-switching strain of E. coli with a resolution of ∼1.5°and ∼10 μs. We also performed these experiments for motors driven by Na + chimera stators [19] . The small load employed here reduces the relaxation time due to the elastic nature of the hook, which filters the readout of measurements performed with higher loads. Also, due to stator mechanosensing [5] , only one or few stators should be active under such load, decreasing the complexity of the experimental interpretation. We resolve pauses in rotation and characterize the motion of the rotor during these events, and we discuss the potential biological causes and implications.
Materials and methods

Bacteria and culture
Two E. coli strains were used in this study, as detailed in table 1. Cells were grown from frozen aliquots (0.1 ml, grown overnight in LB medium and stored at −80°C with glycerol, 25%v/v) in 5 ml of T-broth (1% Bacto tryptone (Difco), 0.5% NaCl) at 30°C for 5.5 hrs. Cells were grown with appropriate antibiotics (ampicillin, 50 μg ml -1 , chloramphenicol 25 μg ml -1
) and inducers (arabinose, 20 μM, IPTG, 20 μM).
Speed measurements
Cells were immobilized on poly-L-lysine coated glass coverslips in custom-made flow chambers. Anti-rabbit IgG or streptavidin modified gold particles of 100 nm diameter (BBInternational) were attached to the hook via anti-FlgE antibody as described previously [9] for the Na + chimera stator experiments, or via the endogenously biotinylated AviTag sequence on the hook protein for the wildtype (WT) stator experiments [20] , respectively. Experiments were performed in motility buffer (10 mM potassium phosphate, 0.1 mM EDTA, 85 mM potassium chloride, pH 7.0) at 23°C. Beads were tracked using back-scattering darkfield microscopy [18] and a CMOS camera (Photron) at an acquisition rate of 109.5 kHz. A schematic of the assay is shown in figure 1(a) .
Pause identification
All of the analysis was performed with custom Python and MATLAB programs. An ellipse was fit to the (x, y) position of the bead [21] . Based upon the ellipse fit, the ellipse was transformed to a circle and the angular position of the motor was determined. Speed was calculated as the change in angular position between each frame multiplied by the frame rate, then smoothed with a 0.5 ms (55 pt) window running mean filter. This signal was used to calculate the median speed of rotation. The raw angle trace was then low pass filtered with a cutoff frequency 15 times the median rotation speed (an average cutoff frequency of 1800 Hz), and subtracted from the original to yield the high frequency noise of the trace. For each trace, small moving boxcar windows of angular rotation were examined individually. The window size was set to one fifth the median time for the BFM to complete one revolution. The slope and root-meansquare error (RMSE) of every window was determined via linear regression. Each window was then labeled as either spinning or stalled, based upon an analysis of simulated traces. The purpose of this step is to ensure that the trace has little enough noise to allow pausing and rotation to be adequately distinguished at the chosen timescale set by the window size, and it proceeded as follows. Two artificial traces were created for each Table 1 . List of strains used in this study.
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Background Plasmid Genome
recording, one of constant rotation at the median speed of the recording, and the other stalled at zero speed. The high frequency noise obtained from the experimental trace was added to each artificial trace. The slope and RMSE of each window was determined for each of the artificial traces. Using a cutoff of 2.58 standard deviations (STD) (encompassing 99% of a Guassian distribution), it was first confirmed that the distribution of the simulated stalled and spinning slopes were well separated (that is, a speed 2.58 STDs greater than the mean stalled slope was less than a point 2.58 STDs less than the mean spinning slope). This was true for all experimental traces. If the slope and RMSE of any given window from the original recording was within the distribution of slopes and RMSEs of segments from the artificial stalled trace (again, using a threshold of 2.58 STDs), the center point of the window was classified as paused; if not, the window was classified as spinning. The moving boxcar approach meant that the beginning and end of a pause was identified as the center point of the first and last window to satisfy the pausing criteria. This analysis ensures that less than 1% of the windows will be incorrectly classified due to high frequency experimental noise. The choice of the window size matters: if too short it lacks statistical accuracy, and if too long it misses short paused events. Changing the window size by 10% caused a 3% variation in the average pause duration. In this way, the identification of real pauses reflected the experimental noise of each individual recording and was insensitive to rotation speed. This is a conservative definition of pauses which may miss events which occur on a time scale shorter than the window size (the average window size was 1.7 ms). In order to further validate the above method of pause identification, additional simulated traces were created in the following manner. Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) methods (Gillespie algorithm) were used to model a Poisson stepper which takes 26 steps per revolution [22] with each mechanical step a composite of three ratelimiting chemical processes with identical rate. While the number and rate of chemical processes within the mechanochemical cycle of the staor is unknown, we have chosen three processes to represent ion binding from the periplasm, ion translocation, and ion unbinding into the cytoplasm. This makes for 78 processes per revolution, though it is possible that not all these processes are rate-limiting. Pauses of varying duration were introduced at regular intervals. The kinetic rate of stator chemical processes was set such that the rotation speed of the simulated traces matched those of the real data, as did the amplitude and spectrum of the high frequency noise which was added to the traces. Our KMC simulations generate a statistically correct time evolution of the stochastic stepping rotation of the BFM with the above mentioned states and transition rates between states, under the assumption that the sequence of states is Markovian and Poisson distributed. When the pause identification algorithm was applied to these simulated traces, the false-positive identification rate was zero. The algorithm correctly identified all the pauses which were of the same duration or longer than the window size and recovered their duration with an accuracy of ∼0.07 ms. An example of the algorithm applied to a simulated trace is shown in SI figure 1.
Mean displacements (MD) and mean square displacements (MSD) analysis
The displacement of the bead was calculated over integer numbers of video frames during each detected pause and each spinning episode. Our algorithm identified 365 (527) pauses in wildtype (chimeric) motors. These pauses contained a total of ∼180 000 (∼326 000) measurements of the displacement over a single frame (9.1 μs). We pooled displacement measurements over all pauses (and similarly for spinning episodes) in each type of motor to calculate the MD and the MSD as a function of elapsed time. The pauses contained a total of 403 (873) non-overlapping intervals of 2 ms in 98 (201) stalls, corresponding to standard errors of the MSD of 8% (13%) for this time interval under a Gaussian model. We chose 2 ms as a reasonable upper time limit for MD and MSD analysis-longer intervals are increasingly poorly sampled and correspondingly yield excessively noisy MDs and MSDs.
The theoretical value of the drag coefficient of the motor was calculated as the sum of the drag coefficient of the bead and rotor
where r b and r e are the bead radius and radius of eccentricity, h b and h c are the viscosities of the buffer and cytoplasm [23, 24] , and r rot is the radius of the rotor [25] . The diffusion coefficient of the system is
where k B is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.
Results
Rotational measurements and pause identification
Gold nanoparticles of 100 nm diameter were stuck to the hook of the BFM. With an experimental resolution of ∼1.5°and ∼10 μs, these experiments represent the best spatial and time resolution of BFM rotation to date. More than 35 s of data from more than 15 cells were collected both for the WT and Na + chimera stator strains, yielding motor position over five orders of magnitude in time.
More than 200 pauses were detected and analyzed for each of the two strains. See figure 1 for example pauses in the WT motor. With the criteria as defined in materials and methods, pauses have been identified in a manner that considers the high frequency noise of the raw data and is insensitive to native motor speed, ensuring that identified pauses are not an artifact of experimental noise. Additionally, when the pause identification algorithm was applied to simulated traces of a Poisson stepper with noise matching experimental levels, no false pauses were found, and all real pauses larger than the window size were successfully identified. This indicates that the pauses which are observed in the experimental data are unlikely to be artifacts due to experimental noise, and can not be explained by the model of an incessantly rotating Poisson stepper. The spatial distribution of pauses was examined, and no obvious pattern was found (see SI figure 2 ). It thus seems unlikely that the pauses identified are due to interactions between the gold particles and the cell surface.
The statistics of the pauses in BFM rotation are shown in figure 2 . The distribution of pause durations is reasonably well fit by a single exponential (solid line) for both the WT and Na + chimera motors. WT cells at low load spend 4.9 ±6.2% of their time paused, with a pause frequency of 10.7±7.2 pauses per second and an average pause duration of 4.6±6.0 ms. Na-stator cells spend 10.8 ±10.2% of their time paused, with a pause frequency of 16.1±11.9 pauses per second and an average pause duration of 6.7±13.7 ms (all values refer to mean ± STD calculated over all cells). The large cell to cell variability in pause duration and frequency is shown in figure 2(c) . We also compared the distribution of pause durations to the distribution of dwell time durations from our simulated traces (shown in SI figure 3 ) in order to confirm that the former was unlikely to be a subpopulation of the later. Figures 3(a) and (b) ) for WT and chimera respectively. The gray dashed lines show theoretical MSDs for free rotational diffusion of a 100 nm bead attached to the hook of a BFM, as detailed in materials and methods. The large range is due to different measured values of the cytoplasm viscosity, from 50 to 700 times that of water [23, 24] . The diffusion coefficients of the fast and slow processes are similar to the upper and lower theoretical estimates respectively.
Displacement during pauses
Angular position of pauses
The angular positions of the motor stalls were examined for pattern or periodicity, testing whether an underlying molecular organization could be revealed. Examination of the cumulative pairwise distribution function (PDF) and power spectral density of the angular position of all the pauses in all the motors (shown in SI figure 4) revealed no global periodicity. An examination of the PDF of individual pauses showed that while about 90% of pauses show no periodicity, about 10% of pauses show one or multiple peaks in the PDF, consistent with one or multiple steps of the rotor during the pause. Examples of such pauses are shown in SI figure 4.
Discussion
Pausing of the BFM has been observed since the very first rotation experiments. Since the first observation that the number and duration of pauses increased with the addition of repellents and decreased with the addition of attractants [10] , it was further clarified that the frequency of pausing correlates with the frequency of switching, with no separate chemotactic signal found for pausing. This suggested that pausing is the result of futile (or incomplete) switching events [16] . Furthermore, it was observed that a strain that lacks chemotaxis machinery does not pause (at high load) [10] . Given the direct detection of incomplete switching events, explained by the conformational spread model [17] , it seems plausible that previously observed pauses of BFM rotation can be ascribed to incomplete switching events. Our measurements have increased the time resolution by a factor of at least 2000 over early observations of pausing [10, 11, 16] and by a factor of ∼100 over the more recent work on conformational spread [17] . Using a similar gold nanoparticle labelling of the motor to ours, but ∼35 times slower sampling, it was recently observed that a ΔCheY mutant exhibits transient toggles between maximum speed and zero speed at low load [9] . Motors of strains lacking CheY do not switch direction [26] . Thus, in the absence of CheY , as in our measurements, transient pauses can not be explained by incomplete switching events. Therefore these pauses may be a separate phenomenon from pauses that have previously been seen in BFM rotation, and the nature of such events is thus far unknown.
We find that, at low load, wild type E. coli spends about 5% of its time in the transiently paused state, but that the pauses are brief: on average 5 ms. Using a strain where the wild type stators have been replaced by Na + chimera stators has no significant impact on the frequency or duration of pauses. In both cases, the distribution of pause times is exponential, suggesting that it is the product of a single stochastic process. Multiple models of the BFM predict either an exponential or stretched exponential distribution of dwell times of the motor [27, 28] , where dwell times are defined as the period in between mechanical steps, presenting the possibility that the measured pauses are simply the tail of the dwell time distribution. In SI figure 3 we have compared the predicted dwell time distribution of a Poisson stepper (as described in materials and methods) to our measured pause distribution. The difference between the distributions of rotation speeds shown in figure 1(c) and SI figure 1(b) suggests that the pauses are in fact a separate phenomenon, and that our criteria for identifying pauses are conservative; the slow tail of the measured distribution may indicate pause-like events that are too short for our algorithm to detect.
The existence of brief transient pauses in BFM rotation could arise under a number of scenarios, an effect of a transient change in either the stator or the rotor. Pausing due to the stator could occur either at the interface with the C-ring or by disengagement from the cell wall. The former would allow the possibility of periodic interaction potentials, possibly inherent to the mechanochemical cycle of the stator as observed in other molecular motors [29, 30] . Either type of stator pause could be the same process as IMF-or load-dependent stator disengagement, possibly linked to transient fluctuations in local IMF or load. One possibility for pausing due to the rotor is transient directional switching of one or more units in the C-ring, hypothesized to correspond to different structures of the C-ring protein FliG [31, 32] , as required in the conformational-spread model of the flagellar switch [17, 33] . The conformational spread model estimates that a single stator unit has an 8% chance of encountering a FliG subunit which is in the state that supports CW rotation, even in the absence of CheY [34] . This is close to the fraction of detected backwards steps in [22] and of detected pauses in this study. A motor with a single stator unit would get stuck at the junction between CW and counterclockwise domains of FliG. The transient formation and diffusion of such junctions [17] and their interaction with fully functional single stator units could explain the existence of pauses and the rotational behavior during pauses. Alternatively, as rotor components such as FliM and FliN are known to turnover [35] [36] [37] , it is possible that pauses occur when a single stator unit encounters a transient 'hole' in the rotor which it can not pass, though we note that FliG is currently not believed to turnover [37] . Finally, for motors driven by multiple units, the above scenarios remain valid though more complex, with the possibility of a tug-of-war between units, or the inactivity of one unit jamming or hindering the activity of others. We suspect that at higher load, and thus higher stator number [4, 5] , the frequency of motor pauses may decrease, as transient events of a single stator unit become masked by the functioning of other stator units, or because the stator units may be more stable at high load. However, a larger external load increases the relaxation time of the bead, decreasing the chances of resolving such brief events.
Our unprecedented temporal resolution of 10 μs combined with a short relaxation time of the bead on the hook allows characterization of the fluctuations in motor angle on sub-millisecond timescales. Analysis of the dependence of MSD upon elapsed time showed two diffusive processes during pauses, one fast and constrained, the other slower and unconstrained. Perhaps the simplest explanation of the fast diffusive process is Brownian motion of the bead on the hook relative to the rotor, due to both torsional and bending compliance of the hook. Hook compliance is expected to show the observed signature of constrained Brownian motion in the bead position, which would add to the signal due to rotation of the rotor. While nothing is known about the bending compliance of the hook, the torsional compliance has been measured [20, 38, 39] and allows an estimate of the relaxation time of a tethered 100 nm gold bead as 5-32 μs. From the fits in figures 3(c) and (d), the characteristic relaxation time for the fast diffusive process ( q = á ñ t D 0 1 2 1 ) is 85 and 26 μs for WT and chimera motors, respectively. This is consistent with the above estimate for torsional Brownian compliance of the hook: while the hook torsional compliance in our experiment is expected to be lower than the previously measured value, because the bead is presumably attached part-way along the hook, this is probably offset by the effects of bending compliance, which are undetected in the tethered cell assay in which hook compliance was originally measured. If the fast process is indeed due to hook compliance, the three fold difference between WT and chimera relaxation times is most likely explained by the different tethering methods used. This would indicate that antibody tethering stiffens the hook three times more than biotin-avidin.
The slow and unconstrained diffusive process is also faster in WT than chimera, by a factor of two, indicating that this process is at least partially dependent upon the stator. Net forward rotation during pauses revealed by MD analysis indicates furthermore that free energy is coupled to this process. The simplest explanation is that stators are still at least partially engaged, and partially or intermittently functional, during pauses. We offer two models for this, with the possibility that both may be required to explain the observed heterogeneity in stepping behavior during pauses. The first model would be that stators fully disengage (and diffuse freely), intermittently but too fast to resolve, during pauses. Net rotation would occur between disengagements, and dependence upon stator type would be via the timing and nature of transient engagements. The second model postulates a static periodic interaction potential between a non-functioning stator and the rotor [22, [40] [41] [42] . Hopping diffusion in this potential would give the observed linear dependence of MSD upon elapsed time, with a diffusion coefficient determined by the periodicity and amplitude of the potential [43] . Net forward rotation would be explained either as above, by intermittent functioning of the stator, or by functioning stator units driving unidirectional stepping in a periodic interaction potential of non-functioning stator units. This model would explain in particular the stepping rotation observed in ∼10% of pauses (SI figure 4) . The step size in these pauses is often consistent with the 26-fold periodicity observed previously in partially de-energized chimera motors [22] , which may indicate that the same interaction potential is responsible (SI figure 4) . Extrapolation of the data of figures 3(c) and (d) gives a mean displacement of about 1/15 (WT) or 1/30 (chimera) of a revolution in the mean pause duration of 5 ms. Similarly, extrapolation of figures 3(e)-(f) gives root-mean-square displacements of 1/ 12 or 1/18 rev in 5 ms for the slow diffusive process. These indicate that if the step-size is 1/26 rev, the number of steps taken in each pause is small. In both WT and Na + chimera motors, the localization of stator units around the rotor is IMF dependent [42, [44] [45] [46] . It was previously observed that, upon IMF depletion, units do not immediately diffuse away, but remain localized with the motor for about 30 s, during which time the rotation of the rotor is constrained [42] . This constraint may be the same as the periodic interaction potential proposed in the second model above. Finally, we note here the possibility that we have overestimated the relaxation times for hook compliance, which may be much shorter than that of the observed fast process. If this were true, the best explanation for the fast process would be diffusion within individual wells of a periodic rotor-stator potential.
Conclusion
This study represents the first characterization of sub-millisecond transient pauses in the BFM at low load, with high angular and temporal resolution. Given the current model of switching in the BFM, we expect that some pauses of BFM rotation which have been observed in strains with functional chemosensory networks can be explained by incomplete switching of the switch complex. However, as characterized here, the BFM in absence of CheY also exhibits transient pauses of short duration which are not able to be explained in this way. These brief transient pauses of motor rotation could be due to transient deactivation or detachment of the stator complex, transient thermal flipping of a FliG subunit, or a transient 'hole' in the rotor protein ring. We expect that further explorations into the nature of these events will provide information about the nature of the mechanochemical cycle and the mechanosensitity of the stator complex.
